On The Wing
Some paddles are doomed to lead a routine existence while others are destined to more
exciting lives. At the last Anakiwa KASK forum, Paul Caffyn showed a picture from his 2008
East Greenland trip in which he was holding an Epic wing paddle. He admitted, to groans
from the floor, that he had gone over to the dark side. That particular paddle came to Paul
after it had been lost by Freya Hoffmeister on a West Coast beach and had various other
adventures. By chance I have ended up with the same model paddle through a different
route but one that also involves misfortune, heartbreak and at least one case features raging
desires.
Paddle disasters and I go way back. When I started out in canvas kayaks, beautifully crafted
spruce paddles with brass ferrules were still around, but the lower end of the market was
being superseded by hardwood dowel shafts with ply blades which lasted forever - mainly
because they were too heavy to use.
In the autumn of 1977, I did a three day kayak trip on the inland waterways of Eastern
England with my regular paddling buddy. Somehow we had managed to borrow fibreglass
boats along with plastic bladed paddles. We set off from the Pike and Eel pub in Cambridge
for a jaunt through the Fenlands including the delightfully named river Ouse. I still recall the
resounding crack as a blade broke a few hours into the trip when I braced from the bank to
the boat after a portage.
The smugness of the well-prepared as I put together my split timber paddle was short lived.
The wooden spare broke at the joint after a short while due to dry rot and operator error. By
the end of our trip three of our four paddles were in ruins and I remember approaching our
exit point using a paddle that had a half blade on one end and a naked stump on the other.
Almost scraping the boat on the port side and flailing a six foot bare shaft in wide arcs to
leeward, I limped into Bedford like a one legged water beetle. Blade breakage plagued the
lower end of the market for years until reliable UV proof polymers became available.

David Fisher at speed with a wing. Photo Sharlene Winiata
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A few years later, for a more serious trip, I splashed out on a Lendal marathon paddle with a
fibreglass loom and beautiful laminated blades with feminine curves. It was a work of art,
and the first paddle with which I developed a meaningful relationship. It was the early 80’s.
Dire Straits were taking over the airways and asymmetric paddles the waterways. I can still
remember the heartbreak when my beautiful Lendal was run over in a car park only a few
months later. To this day I flinch when I recall the moment I saw it lying there wrecked
beyond repair – my first bitter experience of true love.
For a few years I filled the void paddling Canadian canoes with a huge home brewed blade
made from a broken Kober slalom kayak paddle that a kindred unfortunate had donated.
That paddle disappeared mysteriously from storage some time in the following years. When
I took kayaking up again many years later I found variations on the asymmetric shape still to
the fore, and in the intervening period, the mysterious wing had appeared. Gimmicky
impostor, tool of Satan or turbo charger? My previous experiences had made me wary, and
I went for the safe choice of a more traditional paddle. Despite my choice of a plain blade,
those shopkeepers’ friends, the seeds of desire, had entered my soul.
A couple of years later, and with a lighter, barely curved carbon paddle, I tried harbour
racing. I was happy enough with the outcome, but even though I was in a faster multisport
boat I was regularly beaten by two wily KASKites – one of them in a sea kayak! As
mastering a less stable boat lost its challenge, my contentment grew uneasy. The sirens of
speed had started to seduce me, but the potatoes of laziness demanded that no effort be
expended. What to do? The lure of the wing had grown insidiously within. My lust addled
brain was certain the reason I was so far back in the race fleet was not because I was
overweight, unfit, and had poor technique, but because I had a flat paddle. I conducted
“objective” trials while having the secret hots for a particularly shiny Epic mid wing paddle.
Finally, having given a cursory look at a few other brands I left Ferg’s having assuaged my
desire.
Initially I stuck with my old flat paddle when using a sea kayak and restricted myself to the
wing blades only with the multisport boat. My first attempts with the wing used my normal
paddling style. Until then I had always felt this was about my only strong point, but my
efforts were rewarded by slurps, sloshes and occasionally by blades slicing horribly beneath
the boat. To get the best from a wing, the blade must describe a path away from the side of
the boat. This is a technique that can be used with a traditional paddle and is good practice
for anyone contemplating moving to a wing as it eases the transition. While the illustration
shows a straight path angled away from the boat, many people trace an outward arc.

The wing tends to follow this path of its own
accord and the sideways movement feels
natural. Getting it right results in a stroke
that is silent, smooth, and provides strong
leverage. There’s a wealth of information
on the wwweb about wing paddling technique, and learning time can be cut down a lot by
studying it.
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The wing paddle was invented in the mid eighties by Stefan Lindeberg and Leif Håkansson,
the former being coach of the Swedish national kayak team. Googling patent 4737126
reveals the original application lodged in 1985. Until then it had been considered that the
most efficient stroke was to draw the blade through the water parallel to the centreline of the
kayak. Lindeberg had noticed that his top paddlers had a tendency to scoop the blade
outwards. He tried to think of a way of turning this action to their advantage, and came up
with his initial concept. The original design had a solid cross section similar to that of an
aircraft wing.
The first drawing in the patent
application shows the principle. Dashed
line 17 shows the lateral movement of
the left hand blade away from the boat.
When a paddle with a wing cross section
passes through water in this way, low
pressure forms on the leading (convex)
side and high pressure on the concave
power face, giving the paddle ‘lift’ (arrow 15) and propelling the boat forwards more than a
conventional stroke.
The original paddles made to the Swedish recipe were successful but they were heavy and
difficult to use. Another Scandinavian, Einar Rasmussen, a champion kayak racer from
Norway, developed the blade to more or less the form we see today. It was found that the
desired properties could be retained while forsaking the solid form. A lighter blade was
made from a single thinness of material in which the front face and the leading edge kept the
wing shape, but the back was hollow. Rasmussen has continued his kayaking and design
interests. He has more recently invented a kayak with hydrofoils that rises out of the water
and can reach over 25 km/hr. Searching Youtube for Flyak is a bit of fun, but it is best done
when there are no pressing engagements on hand.
The blade is asymmetric in section and it
behaves quite differently depending on
which way it is slid through the water. The
illustration shows the paddle’s cross section
looking down the shaft at a right hand blade
which is moved out from the boat with the
rounded lip of the paddle leading. Like a
seal on the ice, it must be pulled head first,
or it offers huge resistance.
While the wing can be mastered fairly quickly, it feels strange at first and it takes a while to
get used to the action of tracking it away from the boat. For most people, getting the best
from it takes some dedication and time on the water. That the wing is faster, there is no
doubt, as a glance at the paddles used by all serious flat water and ocean racers will
confirm.
The wing does not like passing through the water trailing edge first. The lip becomes a hook
and the turbulence created makes the blade more difficult to control. If a wing paddle is
reversed end for end, it is obvious at once from the feel that something is wrong. A flat or
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spoon paddle can be sliced edgewise through water in either direction equally well, and this
action is used in a number of strokes. The wing’s directional aspect is the thing that can
present difficulty in using it for some aspects of sea kayaking.
The lopsided cross section of the wing blade makes it ideal for strokes where the blade is
actively moved through the water nose first, particularly for the forward stroke. Any stroke
that puts the trailing edge first is likely to prove difficult or unpredictable. The wing is fine for
back paddling, rolling and low bracing, but other strokes begin to get tricky, for example,
care is needed for stern rudder strokes. Wings can be fickle for strokes where the paddle is
held still and hull speed is used to achieve the manoeuvre if the paddle placement puts the
trailing edge to the fore. Hanging draw stroke, high brace and bow rudders are all more
difficult and using the drive face for sculling for support or as a draw stroke is tricky since the
blade behaves differently as it is moved in either direction.
On a typical sea kayaker’s unhurried day trip, some of these are stock-in-trade. They are
used when rafting up, manoeuvring through rocks or weed, playing in surges, inspecting
caves and wildlife, and for that type of trip many paddlers find a traditional paddle more
suitable. On the other hand, hard core ‘wingies’ believe that if you’re going to use a wing,
you should master it so that all strokes can be easily achieved.
While a racer or an expeditioneer can clearly profit from the efficiencies offered by a wing,
there are other benefits. The rewards include promoting a better technique and reducing
strain on body parts not well designed to take it. Due to its competition pedigree many are
extremely light, and over a long period, they take a reduced toll on the body.

Susan Cade and Sandy Winterton winging their way to Mimiwhangata after the Northland KASK forum.
Photo Jan Scalan

In a fast, narrow boat, slight support strokes are needed to stay upright – in my case, quite
often. Using a paddle that ‘wings away’ from the boat offers a degree of support on every
stroke. If the boat tips toward the blade in the water, it is an easy matter to push down on
the paddle and return the boat to the upright position. If the boat tips away from the blade in
the water, rather than having to swap sides for a normal brace or support stroke, the shape
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of the wing makes it possible to pull on the submerged blade to correct the boat – a bonus
not readily available to flat blade paddlers. The increased support is so marked that I will
never again use a tippy boat with a flat paddle.
Of academic interest are a couple of ‘passive strokes’ where hull speed provides the motive
force and the paddle is held still. These particular strokes are effective because they orient
the nose of the blade to the leading edge. The cross bow rudder, used in canoes but often
regarded as an unnecessary stroke in a kayak, is good, especially from the front of a double,
and if travelling in reverse, hanging draw stroke works well.
Is it possible to get the best of both worlds? A Scottish paddler at the Anakiwa forum in
2007 had a paddle he described as a ‘touring wing’. Rumour had it that it was an American
paddle no longer in production. At the 2010 Northland forum and the subsequent paddling
week, Mike Scanlan had a Lendal ‘Kinetic Wing’ which has characteristics of both the wing
and a normal blade. Conrad Edwards is changing to the same paddle, cranked shaft and all.
These blades have been described by Conrad Edwards as “the next evolutionary step
beyond the wing”. The blades have the wing’s hollow side mainly filled in, similar to
Lindeberg’s original styling, so modern materials and manufacturing technique have allowed
the original dream to finally come true. The hollow that does exist is a gentle symmetrical
depression and the entire curved lip is filled in. Most of the drawbacks described above with
the normal wing are a result of the hollow drive face, in particular the lip of the wing and the
turbulence that results if the blade moves through the water in the wrong direction. Maybe
Lendal’s Kinetic or its descendents will provide the benefits of both paddle types.
Examining the shapes of both sides of the Epic wing and the Lendal Kinetic gives some
indication of their differences.

Degree of convex curvature of an Epic wing (left) and the fuller Lendal Kinetic wing (right). The Epic,
sporting a stripe of reflective tape, has less curvature than the Lendal.
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Comparison of hollow drive faces of the Epic wing (left) and Lendal kinetic (right)

While the Lendal’s convex side bulges more, the drive face is much less hollow. The recess
of the Epic wing is 29mm deep while that of the Lendal Kinetic wing is a mere 14mm. This is
because in the central area, the Lendal blade is over 15mm thick. Note how the asymmetric
hollow face of the Epic is evident from the distorted reflection of the ruler while the Lendal’s
shallow symmetrical face gives a true image. The Lendal’s leading edge (right of photo) is
completely filled resulting in a drive face curvature very similar to a standard paddle. This
should make it much easier to gain good control over the strokes that prove tricky with a
normal wing.
It comes down to deciding what you want to achieve and then choosing a tool for the job.
Wing paddles are designed for the specific purpose of going forwards as efficiently as
possible. Traditional paddle shapes offer better performance for general duties, are easier
to master, are more reliable in difficult conditions but are not as efficient. If the Lendal
Kinetic wing catches on, it’s likely that other manufacturers will bring out cross bred paddles
and we’ll end up with a range to choose from that may offer the advantages of both.
For flat paddle exponents, a quandary arises. Do you wait until your forward stroke
technique is good enough to get the best from a wing, do you get one anyway and let it
teach you how to use it, or do you go straight to the next stage in the development of the
wing with a Lendal Kinetic? If considering a paddle breaking new water it is highly advisable
to stick with the old adage of ‘try before you buy’.
With thanks to Conrad Edwards for technical review of this article, short notice borrowing of
the Kinetic wing and use of outdoor photographic studio.
Illustrations

http://www.archronicles.com/3003.htm
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/39742560/Paddle---Patent-4737126
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